easy marble
Petra, 36 years old, has an
imaginative hobby: Creating
marble effects is simply a joy
with easy marble.

Surprising colour
combinations,
impressive designs

Accessory products:

Easy, quick and creative.
Perfect results with
Marabu-easy marble

Marabu Cleaner & Thinner
Paint brush cleaner and thinner based
on organic solvents for cleaning
painting equipment

Tips and tricks:

1. Colour intensity: The colour intensity of easy marble is dependent
on the size of the water container and the amount of paint dripped
into the water. The less water used, the more intense the colours
will appear.

2. Marbling: The order in which the easy marble colour tones are

dripped into the water has a significant influence on the marbling
pattern. In general, the second colour tone used will be accentuated
more strongly.

Your Marabu specialist retailers:

3. Single-colour marbling: In order to create a marbling effect with easy

marble in a single colour, use the „colourless“ tone and the desired
paint colour. This will enable you to achieve elegant effects.

4.

Mixing colour tones: easy marble colour tones can be mixed without
any problems before they are dripped into the water or the marbling
medium.

… for lots of tips, information and
great ideas with colours

www.marabu-creative.com
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74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen
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In individual cases, we recommend carrying out preliminary tests.
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can be cleaned using the Marabu Cleaner & Thinner
or with white spirits.

Marabu

5. Cleaning and painting equipment: Painting equipment

Dip into the wonderful world of marbling.

It‘s that easy: Marbling in three steps

Choose your favourite colour: Marabu-easy marble
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Attractive and fresh colour tones
Plastic, glass, acrylic glass, wood, papier mâché,
blown eggs, candles, metal, polystyrene, paper
Suitable for marble dipping and marbling
using a marbling medium
Conjure up fantastic marbling effects in a matter of seconds - with
Marabu-easy marble. Simply drip the paint into the water, dip and any
object can be provided with a beautiful pattern. Whether brightly
coloured or elegant, plastic eggs and plastic balls, glass, acrylic glass,
wood, papier mâché, blown eggs, candles, metal, polystyrene or paper
can be given a high-quality look with little effort and lots of fun. Create
cheerful Easter eggs, beautiful gift packaging, decorative candles or
greetings cards with an individual touch. Marbling paints from Marabu
are based on organic solvents that are touch-dry after approx. 15 minutes.
Once the objects have been allowed to completely dry, they can be
wiped with a damp cloth but are neither wipe-proof nor wash resistant.
Achieve really fantastic results easily on a wide variety of materials with
Marabu-easy marble.
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1. Fill a container, e.g.

a glass, with water. Drip
the paint directly from the
easy marble jar onto the
surface of the water.
Ideally using 2-3 colours,
the more colours used
the more striking the
marbling will appear.
Then swirl the paint with
a cocktail stick to create
a marbled pattern.

2. Place the object

(e.g. polystyrene) onto a
wooden skewer (cocktail
stick) and dip it slowly
into the water through the
layer of paint on the
surface. The great thing
about dipping the object
into the glass of water is
that you are able to
observe the process particularly well as it occurs.
It‘s child‘s play, the paint
is applied to the object
as if by magic.

3. Quickly remove the
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